Proposed Tiering of Priority Playground Projects

Tier 1
Highest Priority Playgrounds
To be Renovated with Current Funding
Upper limit of Tier 1 plus Tier 2 is 14
based on foreseeable resources

Tier 2
Second Highest Priority Playgrounds
Goal to Renovate with Foreseeable Funding
Upper limit of Tier 1 plus Tier 2 is 14
based on foreseeable resources

Tier 3
Third Highest Priority Playgrounds
First tier of projects without foreseeable funding
Number based on data

? ?

Tier 4
Fourth Highest Priority Playgrounds
Second tier of projects without foreseeable funding
Create distinction from Tier 3 to meaningful
Number based on data

Failing Playgrounds Task Force
www.sfrecpark.org/failing-playgrounds-2012-bond/